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I. Summary

Since 2013, at least 47 countries from Australia to Uzbekistan have enacted laws and regulations to stop their citizens from joining extremist armed groups such as the Islamic State (also known as ISIS). Collectively, these so-called “foreign terrorist fighter” (“FTF”) measures erode international human rights and the rule of law.

A majority of “FTF” measures were enacted to comply with United Nations Security Council Resolution 2178 of September 24, 2014, which requires all UN member states to take urgent action to stem the “acute and growing threat posed by foreign terrorist fighters” both at home and abroad.

Drafted primarily by the United States, Resolution 2178 requires all member states to prosecute, as “serious criminal offenses,” an array of acts that include training or fighting with foreign terrorist groups, or financing their operations.

In a grave omission, however, Resolution 2178 does not limit the actions that member states may designate as “terrorism” or “terrorist”—terms for which no universal legal definition exists. This has left governments to craft dangerously open-ended definitions that can capture a range of activities not generally considered terrorism.

Those already targeted by such laws include not only terrorism suspects but also peaceful protesters, journalists, political opponents, civil society, and members of ethnic or religious groups, many of them Muslims. The “FTF” measures that could be used against them include warrantless searches, prolonged or indefinite detention without charge or trial, travel bans, loss of dual citizenship, convictions in sham trials, and excessive punishments including death.

Since the passage of Resolution 2178, armed extremist groups such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda, and their followers have killed thousands of civilians in heinous attacks from Paris to Bamako and beyond. Confronted with this transnational threat, the UN and its member states have a responsibility to respond. Indeed, international law places an obligation on governments to protect everyone within their jurisdiction.
But as the world witnessed in the aftermath of the horrific September 11 attacks 15 years ago, responses that flout human rights lower the moral bar for governments around the globe. They also can backfire by alienating local populations and fueling the recruitment narrative of groups that depict the world as one of Western oppressors versus Muslim oppressed.

The Security Council should promptly adopt a resolution requiring that all definitions of “terrorism” and “terrorist” that member states use to implement mandates such as Resolution 2178 are fully consistent with international law. UN member states, in turn, should promptly repeal or revise overly broad or vague “FTF” measures, and press their counterterrorism partners to do the same.
II. Methodology

This paper is based on an examination of “Foreign Terrorist Fighter” (“FTF”) laws, regulations, fatwas, and other decrees enacted worldwide since 2013.

Where possible, the author examined original laws and measures, supplemented by interviews with local human rights defenders and legal experts. The author also reviewed legal analyses, media reports and other secondary sources regarding the measures in question. The paper also draws extensively on previously published Human Rights Watch analysis of counterterrorism laws and policies.²

This study is not exhaustive; rather, it highlights several measures and trends of key concern from a human rights perspective. It does not list or detail every one of the world’s recent “FTF” measures. Nor does it detail the challenges to privacy rights generated by “FTF” measures on surveillance and metadata collection, or the troubling vogue of “Countering Violent Extremism” programs.

The paper refers to “FTFs” in quotation marks because there is no universally accepted legal definition of a “foreign fighter,” much less of a “foreign terrorist fighter.”³

---

III. Flawed UN Security Council Resolution 2178

Since 2013, at least 47 governments around the world have enacted one or more laws or regulations to stop their nationals and others from joining extremist armed groups in foreign countries. Most of these measures were enacted in anticipation of, or to comply with, United Nations Security Council Resolution 2178 of September 24, 2014.

Resolution 2178, drafted primarily by the United States, requires all UN member states to take action to stem the “acute and growing threat posed by foreign terrorist fighters” (“FTFs”) at home and abroad.4

The United Nations estimates that 30,000 people from about 100 countries have traveled to countries including Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Libya, and Yemen since 2011 to join extremist armed forces, particularly ISIS.5

Like other major UN Security Council counterterrorism resolutions enacted since the attacks of September 11, 2001, Resolution 2178 is legally binding.6 It compels all UN member states to prosecute, as “serious criminal offenses,” any travel or intended travel abroad to join or train with a terrorist organization. It also requires member states to criminalize any direct or indirect fundraising or recruitment for foreign terrorist groups.7

The resolution calls on member states to share intelligence on suspected “FTFs.” It encourages states to collect and analyze travel data “without resorting to profiling based on stereotypes founded on grounds of discrimination prohibited by international law,” but does not specify the need to protect privacy rights, despite widespread concerns over data collection generated by the whistleblower Edward Snowden’s 2013 revelations of the US government’s mass surveillance programs.

---

In addition, the resolution calls on governments to “enhance efforts” on “countering violent extremism” (CVE), but in terms so vague as to conflate some non-violent activities with terrorism and stigmatize Muslim communities.8

No Limits on “Terrorism” Definition
Resolution 2178 defines “foreign terrorist fighters” as “individuals who travel to a State other than their States of residence or nationality for the purpose of the perpetration, planning, or preparation of, or participation in, terrorist acts or the providing or receiving of terrorist training, including in connection with armed conflict.”

It names the Islamic State, Al-Qaeda, and the Nusra Front (a Syria-based Al-Qaeda affiliate now calling itself the Front for the Conquest of the Levant) but leaves it to individual governments to determine which other groups they should target.

Although the resolution calls on governments to uphold human rights, it does not set limitations on what “terrorism” means. This omission allows governments to criminalize as “terrorist acts” an array of internationally protected activities such as peaceful protests or freedom of expression. It also increases the risk that governments will apply the “terrorist” label to human rights defenders and humanitarian aid workers, including medical staff performing life-saving work in conflict areas such as Syria and Iraq.9

This lack of a definition of terrorism also creates the potential for unequal application of the law, in which a member state may selectively criminalize fighting by its nationals alongside parties to a conflict whom that state opposes, but not fighting by its nationals with parties it supports, even if both sides are engaged in unlawful conduct or listed as terrorist organizations.10

---


10 The UN Working Group on Mercenaries has expressed concern over the potential for governments to selectively apply the “FTF” label to foreign fighters. See UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), Annual Report of the
For example, fighters from the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia, among other countries, have traveled to northern Syria to join the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) forces fighting ISIS. The international coalition against ISIS, which includes these four countries, backs the YPG. Yet the YPG is affiliated with the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), a Kurdish militant group that these and other countries list as a terrorist organization.11

A similar quandary may arise when prosecuting foreign fighters who traveled to Yemen. In July 2015, international media reported that members of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) were fighting alongside the Saudi-led coalition seeking to defeat Ansar Allah, rebels known as the Houthis, in southern Yemen.12

Thirteen months later, regional media reported allegations by the United Arab Emirates, part of the Saudi-led coalition, that AQAP operatives in southern Yemen were colluding with the country’s former president, Ali Abdullah Saleh, who is supporting the Houthis.13

Furthermore, not all foreign fighters are engaged in acts that would violate the international laws of armed conflict. The International Committee of the Red Cross has warned of the “potentially adverse effects” on the laws of war of conflating armed conflict with terrorism, including on the status of non-state armed groups that opposing state forces may erroneously designate as terrorists.14


There is no universally accepted definition of terrorism. Definitions put forward in various international treaties generally center on the use of violence for political or ideological ends. In Resolution 1566, adopted unanimously in 2004, the Security Council described terrorism as:

Criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a population or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act, which constitute offences within the scope of and as defined in the international conventions and protocols relating to terrorism.\(^{15}\)

The former UN special rapporteur on human rights and counterterrorism, Martin Scheinin, included these elements in his proposed model definition of conduct that is “genuinely of a terrorist nature.”\(^{16}\)

Since enactment of Resolution 2178, armed extremist groups such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda, and their followers have killed thousands of civilians—the majority of them Muslims—in heinous attacks from Paris to Bamako, Brussels to Baghdad, Dhaka to Quetta, Istanbul to the skies above Sinai, and beyond. Confronted with this transnational threat, the UN and its member states have a responsibility to respond. Indeed, governments have an obligation under international law to protect everyone within their jurisdiction.\(^{17}\)

---


But as the UN General Assembly itself recognized in its Global Counterterrorism Strategy of 2006 and has repeatedly reaffirmed—and as Resolution 2178 itself states—security and human rights are complementary goals. Indeed, the General Assembly notes that abuses of human rights and lack of rule of law are among the conditions “conducive to the spread of terrorism.”

“FTF” measures mark a second major round of problematic counterterrorism laws and regulations that governments around the world have enacted since the attacks of September 11, 2001, largely as a result of binding UN Security Council mandates. At least 150 countries have enacted counterterrorism measures since the attacks of September 11. Governments have used these measures to jail journalists and political activists, to target religious or ethnic groups, and to quash peaceful protests and other forms of non-violent dissent. Rather than learning from those errors, Resolution 2178 encourages excessive responses all over again.


IV. National ‘Foreign Terrorist Fighter’ Measures

At least 47 governments around the world have enacted one or more “FTF” laws or regulations since 2013, according to the author’s research. At least two-thirds of these countries enacted “FTF” measures in response to or in anticipation of the passage of Resolution 2178 in September 2014. Following is a provisional list of these countries:

Algeria, Austria, Australia, Bahrain, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, China, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kosovo, Libya, Macedonia, Malaysia, Morocco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Portugal, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Turkey, Uganda, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Uzbekistan.

Sweeping Powers

Common themes in “FTF” laws and regulations include expansion of police powers of search and seizure, in some cases without judicial authorization; gag orders and other restrictions on speech; constraints on religious observance and protests; sweeping travel bans; banishment measures including revocation of citizenship, in some cases without a criminal conviction or adequate legal safeguards; and unfettered collection of individuals’ metadata such as phone call logs and Internet activity. Other provisions authorize prolonged detention before charge or trial, or the use of special courts, secret witnesses, and secret evidence. Harsh punishments include lengthy prison terms and, in some countries, the death penalty.

These measures represent a broad and dangerous expansion of government powers at the expense of internationally protected human rights including freedom of expression, association, peaceful assembly, and movement, as well as freedom from religious or ethnic discrimination, and from torture and other inhuman or degrading treatment. They also threaten the rights to a fair trial and other due process guarantees, to privacy, and in
some cases, to the right to life. These rights are protected by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, as well as an array of international and regional treaties.\textsuperscript{21}

Governments may “derogate”—that is, restrict—certain human rights during genuine
emergencies that “threaten the life of the nation.” However, such measures must be of a
“temporary and exceptional nature,” limited “to the extent strictly required by the
exigencies of the situation.”\textsuperscript{22} The restrictions must be prescribed by law and must not
discriminate on the ground of race, color, sex, language, religion, or social origin. Certain
rights including the rights to life, to freedom from torture, inhuman or degrading treatment,
the principles of legality and equality before the law, and freedom of thought, conscience,
and religion, are non-derogable.\textsuperscript{23} Taken as a whole, “FTF” measures flout those
restrictions and risk creating a perpetual state of emergency in leading democracies and
brutal autocracies alike.

\textbf{Definitions of “Terrorism”}

A number of countries have enacted counterterrorism laws that contain overly broad
definitions or could easily criminalize non-violent activities. Countries with one or more
overbroad definitions run the gamut from democracies to autocracies, including Brazil,
Canada, China, Egypt, France, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Tunisia.

The rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly are upheld through a
number of international human rights instruments.\textsuperscript{24} In addition to facilitating
disproportionate restrictions on these rights, overbroad or vague definitions run counter to
the basic principle in international human rights law that laws should be precisely drafted

\textsuperscript{21} These rights are protected in full or in part under treaties including the ICCPR; the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), signed November 4, 1950, entered into force September 3, 1953,
and Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, “American Convention on Human Rights,” adopted November 22, 1969,

\textsuperscript{22} UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 29, art. 4 of the ICCPR, §§ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7.

\textsuperscript{23} ICCPR, art. 4(2).

\textsuperscript{24} These include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted December 10, 1948, G.A. Res. 217A, entered into force
10, 11; the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, arts. 9–11; and the American Convention on Human Rights, arts.
13, 14, 16.
and understandable, both as a safeguard against their arbitrary use and so that people
know what actions would constitute a crime.\textsuperscript{25}

China’s counterterrorism law of January 1, 2016, includes as terrorism a broad term that
can mean to “propagate” but also to “advocate,” potentially creating a new tool to stifle
thought or speech.\textsuperscript{26} The law’s list of “terrorist activities” includes “compelling others to
wear or bear clothes or symbols that advocate terrorism in a public place,” a potential new
tool in China’s well-documented campaign to stifle the religious and cultural beliefs of its
Uyghur Muslims and Tibetan Buddhists.\textsuperscript{27}

Saudi Arabia’s 2014 counterterrorism law and related royal decrees consider “contact or
correspondence with any groups, currents [of thought], or individuals hostile to the
kingdom” to be terrorist acts, along with “attending conferences, seminars, or meetings
inside or outside [the kingdom] targeting the security of society, or sowing discord in
society.”\textsuperscript{28}

Some definitions of terrorism in democracies are also dangerously open-ended. Canada’s
counterterrorism law of 2015 creates a criminal offense of knowingly “advocating or
promoting the commission of terrorism offences in general,” without defining the term
“terrorism offences in general.”\textsuperscript{29}

Under international law, speech that incites violence may be punished as a criminal
offense. However, several of these measures contain no requirement of intent to spark an

\textsuperscript{25} The European Court of Justice has repeatedly affirmed the principle of legal certainty. See, e.g., Judgement of the Court
(Fourth Chamber) of February 16, 2012 in the joined cases of C-72/10 and C-77/10, Court of Justice of the European Union,

\textsuperscript{26} Zunyou Zhou, “China’s Comprehensive Counter-Terrorism Law,” Diplomat, January 23, 2016,

\textsuperscript{27} Counter-Terrorism Law of the People’s Republic of China, December 2015, http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2015-
12/27/c_128571798.htm, art. 3. See also Joint Letter from Human Rights Watch to Secretary Kerry and Secretary Lew, June 5,

\textsuperscript{28} “Saudi Arabia: New Terrorism Regulations Assault Rights,” Human Rights Watch new release, March 20, 2014,

statutes/2015_20/. See also Letter from Human Rights Watch, “Letter to the Senate of Canada Re: Bill C-51, the Anti-
act-2015.
act of terrorism but rather, as in Canada’s case, a “recklessness as to whether any of those offences may [emphasis added] be committed” as a result.\(^3^0\)

Counterterrorism amendments made in 2015 to Spain’s Criminal Code and Criminal Procedures Code increase vaguely worded offenses that could be used to stifle free expression.\(^3^1\) The potential for abuse was underscored in February 2016 when a Spanish court charged two puppeteers with “glorifying terrorism” for staging a show at a Madrid carnival that included scenes of violence and, at one point, of a puppet holding a sign that referenced Al-Qaeda and the Basque militant group ETA. The puppeteers were jailed for four days and barred from leaving the country pending trial; they faced three years in prison if convicted.\(^3^2\) In June, a judge dismissed the charges, saying the banner did not glorify terrorism, but was instead a critique of religious and state authority, including “the police practice of fabricating evidence.”\(^3^3\)

France’s counterterrorism law of 2014 has allowed the courts to fast-track cases of “glorifying” or other acts of “apologie”—defense of—terrorism, resulting in numerous jail sentences for people who drunkenly insulted police officers or made other comments that, while offensive to many, fell well short of incitement or support for terrorism.\(^3^4\)

---

\(^3^0\) Ibid.


\(^3^3\) “Judge closes case against puppeteers because they did not support terrorism” (“El juez archiva la causa contra los titiriteros porque no apoyaron el terrorismo”), EFE, June 28, 2016, http://www.efe.com/efe/espana/politica/el-juez-archiva-la-causa-contra-los-titiriteros-porque-no-apoyaron-terrorismo/10002-2970402#.

The list of offenses in Israel’s counterterrorism law of July 2016, which is applicable domestically, includes expressing support for a listed terrorist group—such as waving the group’s flag, or singing its anthem.35

Travel Bans and ID Confiscation

A mainstay of “FTF” and other counterterrorism laws are travel bans, often achieved through suspension or revocation of passports and national identity cards from people suspected of intending to travel abroad to join or train with groups the government considers to be foreign terrorist organizations. Some of these travel restrictions are so broad as to be arbitrary and disproportionate.

International law grants everyone the right to leave any country, including their own.36

Countries that have enacted travel bans include Austria, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Denmark, Egypt, France, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Tajikistan, Tunisia, and the United Kingdom.

France allows the interior minister to revoke citizens’ passports and bar them from foreign travel for up to six months, renewable for up to two years, if the minister has “serious reasons to believe” they are planning to go abroad with the aim of “participating in terrorist activities,” or if authorities suspect they are traveling to a place where terrorist groups operate and in conditions conducive to their posing a threat to public safety upon their return to France.37

The law also empowers authorities to expel or ban entry of foreigners, including citizens of other European Union countries, from French territory.38

36 UDHR, art. 13; ICCPR, art. 12.
38 Ibid., art. 2.
Germany in 2014 empowered the authorities to revoke passports of suspected “FTFs” and in 2015 extended the ban to include identity cards that could be used to travel to conflict areas such as Syria through third countries.\(^3\)\(^9\) The authorities can replace suspended documents with three-year identity cards marked “Not valid for travel outside Germany.” Critics have dubbed the substitute identification cards the “Terrorism ID card.”\(^4\)\(^0\)

Tunisia and Egypt have enacted sweeping foreign travel bans on males under ages 35 and 40, respectively.\(^4\)\(^1\) Egypt has also targeted opposition figures, academics, and civil society members, such as six women en route to a German non-governmental organization for training on ways to stop violence against women.\(^4\)\(^2\)

Australia’s Foreign Fighters Law of 2014 criminalizes travel to a “declared area where terrorist organizations engage in hostile activity” unless individuals can prove they will be or were there for “a sole legitimate purpose,” placing the burden on would-be or returning travelers to prove their innocence.\(^4\)\(^3\)

Tajikistan in April 2015 announced it was barring nationals under age 35 from performing the Hajj.\(^4\)\(^4\) In addition to arbitrarily restricting freedom of movement, this ban constitutes an arbitrary and disproportionate restriction on freedom of religion.

**Citizenship Revocation**

A growing number of laws with “FTF” provisions, including those of Austria, Australia, Bahrain, Belgium, Canada, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, allow or have

---


allowed the authorities to revoke citizenship of nationals convicted of terrorism-related offenses, or in some cases even if they are not charged with a crime.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights affirms that everyone has a right to a nationality, and that no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his or her nationality. The 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness restricts the situations in which a person may be lawfully deprived of nationality if such deprivation results in statelessness. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) prohibits arbitrarily banning people from returning to their country.

In an effort to ensure that anyone targeted is not left stateless, most countries’ “FTF” measures strip citizenship only from dual nationals. In a troubling exception, the United Kingdom in 2014 and 2015 enacted laws that together permit the authorities to strip British citizenship from naturalized citizens even if this may lead to statelessness.

The United Kingdom’s counterterrorism law of 2015 also allows the government to ban returns of citizens and residents suspected of terrorism-related travel if they refuse to participate in a deradicalization program. During that time their travel documents are to be cancelled and their names placed on no-fly lists. Such so-called “exclusion orders” could effectively leave UK citizens stateless during that period.

Under July 2014 amendments to its Citizenship Law, Bahrain’s criminal courts—which have a documented record of unfair convictions and use of confessions extracted through torture—can strip nationals of citizenship on terrorism charges even if they do not have a second nationality. Some 300 people have lost citizenship largely because of the measure,

---

45 UDHR, art. 15.
47 ICCPR, art. 12.
the majority of them civil society activists, journalists and religious figures, according to Bahraini and international human rights organizations.50

Even citizenship revocations that apply exclusively to dual nationals may rest on shaky international legal ground. Conferring an extra sanction—banishment—that cannot be conferred on citizens with a single nationality, even if they are convicted of an identical crime, may constitute unequal application of the law. Such revocations may also result in discrimination based on race or ethnicity, unfair hearings, and harm to family life—a critical consideration in revoking citizenship of children or of their parents.

Australia’s Allegiance Act of 2015 allows the immigration minister to strip Australian citizenship from dual nationals as young as 14 if they are believed to have engaged in serious terrorism offenses.51 If the dual nationals committed the alleged terrorist acts overseas, or are overseas at the time the alleged acts come to the authorities' attention, the minister can strip them of citizenship on mere suspicion even if they have not been convicted of any crime.52

The law may be applied retroactively to dual nationals convicted of serious terrorism offenses within the preceding 10 years. This amounts to application of a penalty that did not exist at the time the crime was committed. Such retroactive application penalty is prohibited under the ICCPR, to which Australia is a party.53

Similarly, a law enacted in May 2016 in the Netherlands allows the authorities to strip dual citizens as young as 16 of Dutch nationality if they determine that the suspects have joined or fought abroad with a terrorist group and pose an “immediate threat” to national

---


53 Ibid. The ICCPR states that: “No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed.” ICCPR, art. 15(6).
security.\textsuperscript{54} No criminal conviction is required. Those whose Dutch citizenship is revoked have only four weeks to appeal.\textsuperscript{55}

In one of the few attempted reforms worldwide of potentially abusive measures spawned by Resolution 2178, Canada may repeal a measure implemented in 2015 that allows the government to revoke the citizenship of dual nationals convicted of serious national security crimes, including terrorism.\textsuperscript{56}

The absence of judicial process for revoking citizenship in certain cases, particularly for individuals never convicted of a crime, erodes due-process rights recognized under international law, including the presumption of innocence, the right to a fair trial, and the right to appeal.

Belgium's counterterrorism law of 2015 only allows citizenship revocation from naturalized dual nationals who have been convicted of serious terrorism related offenses, upon the authorization of a judge.\textsuperscript{57} However, given the substantially higher rates of dual nationality among Belgian citizens of North African heritage, there is a risk that the measure will create a tier of second class citizens based on their ethnicity and religion.

Stripping the citizenship of dual nationals also may result in effective statelessness. Dual nationals could be indefinitely detained in immigration centers if their second home-country cannot confirm their citizenship, or refuses to accept them. International law holds that everyone, including non-citizens, must be protected from arbitrary indefinite detention.\textsuperscript{58} Dual nationals also may face a risk of torture or ill-treatment upon forcible

\begin{footnotes}
\item[57] Belgium’s Law to Strengthen the Fight against Terrorism (Loi visant à renforcer la lutte contre le terrorisme), No. 9385 of 2015, http://www.lachambre.be/FLWB/PDF/54/1198/54K1198001.pdf.
\end{footnotes}
return to a second home country. International law prohibits forcibly returning people to
countries where they face such harm.59

The effectiveness of stripping citizenship as a means of confronting a transnational
terrorist threat is questionable. Banishment risks transferring control of terrorism suspects
to governments that may not prosecute them. Moreover, terrorists who learn or suspect
they are non grata may simply commit attacks elsewhere, including on foreign-based
facilities of the country that revoked their citizenship.

**Expanded Security and Intelligence Powers**

Countries including Belgium, Canada, China, France, Israel, Pakistan, Poland, Russia, and
Tunisia have expanded police and intelligence powers to hunt down alleged terrorists
including “FTFs.” Several provisions allow the security and intelligence services to engage
in activities that could violate the rights to privacy, freedom of expression, association,
and assembly, among others, with virtually no effective oversight.

Poland’s counterterrorism law of 2016 allows surveillance of foreigners for up to three
months without a warrant. It also provides potentially overbroad latitude to security force
snipers to “shoot to kill.”60 United Nations principles on the use of firearms by law
enforcement personnel restrict the use of force to the minimal amount necessary to keep
order, and allow the use of lethal force only when there is an imminent threat to life.61

---

59 The ICCPR, for example, provides in Article 7 that “no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.” The HR Committee has interpreted the Convention’s torture prohibition to include the
nonrefoulement obligation, writing that, “States parties must not expose individuals to the danger of torture or cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment upon return to another country by way of their extradition, expulsion or
refoulement”: HR Committee, General Comment No. 20, art. 7, (forty-fourth session, 1991),
http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/gencomm/hrcm20.htm. The Convention against Torture expressly prohibits the transfer of a
person to a country where he or she would be at risk of torture, see the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman,
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. Adopted December 10, 1984, G.A. Res. 39/46, entered into force June 26, 1987,
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CAT.aspx, art. 3.

law-gives-authorities-right-to-expel-foreigners-access-personal-data-hold-suspects-for-14-days-without-charge-shoot-to-kill-
and-more/.

61 United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law
Pages/UseOfForceAndFirearms.aspx.
The July 2016 version of France’s emergency law, renewed for the fourth time since the Paris attacks of the preceding November, empowers the police to raid homes and other premises, to search luggage and vehicles, and to seize data from computers and mobile phones, all without prior approval from a judge.62

Canada’s counterterrorism law of 2015 allows the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to disrupt activities including protests if it deems them unlawful, and even to violate the country’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms so long as it obtains a warrant in a secret hearing. The law allows unfettered sharing of individuals’ personal information among 17 Canadian government agencies.63

Preventive Detention and Control Orders

In tandem with measures banning suspected “FTFs” from travel abroad, many governments have imposed preventive detention or “control” measures on terrorism suspects that severely restrict their movements at home. Governments including Australia, Canada, France, Libya, and the United Kingdom have enacted or enhanced such measures. Pakistan in 2016 allowed its 90-day, pre-charge detention regime, enacted in 2014, to lapse.

Prevention detention and control measures limit people’s liberty on the suspicion that they may intend to commit a criminal act in the future. This is in marked contrast to pre-charge or pre-trial detentions, or post-conviction sentences, which apply to people who are suspected or found guilty of committing a criminal offense in the past.

International human rights law limits preventive detention to exceptional, narrowly defined circumstances.64 Control orders typically include curfews, extensive home confinement, forced domestic relocation, and restrictions on where targeted people can pray, whom they can visit, what websites they can access, and even what over-the-counter substances they

64 The HR Committee has stated that preventive detention in cases of a public security threat must, among other provisions, not be arbitrary, that information must be provided on the reasons for detention, and that court control of the detention must be available. See, HR Committee, General Comment No. 8, art. 9 (16th session, 1982), HRI/GEN/1/Rev.1 at 8 (1994), http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/gencomm/hrcom8.htm, para. 4.
can consume—measures that can violate the rights to freedom of movement, religion, association and expression, as well as the rights to privacy and family life.

Australia’s “FTF” law of 2014 extends through 2025 the practice of pre-charge detention of up to 48 hours, in extreme secrecy, if police believe the detention is “reasonably necessary” to prevent an imminent terrorist act. All contact with lawyers and visitors may be monitored by police exercising the preventive detention order. If the police obtain special permission from a judge, they can bar the detainee from contacting a lawyer.65

The law also extends control orders to up to one year, with an option of renewal, to anyone who, according to the government, has participated in terrorist training or engaged in hostile activity in a foreign country, or who has been convicted of a terrorism offense in Australia or abroad. Restrictions may be imposed on the basis of a low standard of proof—a “balance of probabilities” rather than “beyond reasonable doubt”—and on the basis of secret evidence.66

Canada's 2015 counterterrorism law authorizes the police to hold suspects for up to seven days without charge if the authorities suspect they “may” carry out a terrorist act in the future and that such detention is “likely” to prevent it.67

The law requires provincial court judges to consider imposing curfews and other control for up to one year on such suspects.68

The United Kingdom’s 2015 counterterrorism law reintroduced compulsory, internal relocation of up to 200 miles (322 kilometers) from home for suspected terrorists who are not convicted of any crime.69

66 Ibid.  
68 Ibid.  
France’s state of emergency extended until January 2017 the powers of local authorities to place suspects under house arrest without prior judicial authorization, often without detailing the security threat they are believed to represent. Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International have extensively documented abuses under the measure. Most of those placed under house arrest have been Muslims, but the French authorities also have detained unionists and climate activists.

The renewed emergency law also changes the French security code to triple the maximum duration of house arrest, from one month to three, for people suspected of returning from an area abroad where terrorist groups are operating and posing a security threat upon return to France—but whom the authorities have insufficient evidence to charge.

Lengthy Pre-Charge and Pre-Trial Detention

Another trend in “FTF” laws is the authorization of extensive pre-charge or pre-trial detention to periods that clearly exceed international guidelines. In some cases, this detention includes periods in which the detainee is denied access to family members, counsel, or both.

Countries with excessive pre-charge or pre-trial detention periods include Chad, Egypt, France, Malaysia, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Tunisia, and Turkey. International standards require “prompt” judicial review of detention.

The UN Human Rights Committee (HR Committee), which oversees states’ compliance with the ICCPR, has elaborated that pre-charge custody without judicial review should not exceed 48 hours, saying longer periods “unnecessarily increase the risk of ill-treatment.”

---

73 ICCPR, art. 9(3).
The HR Committee stated that any further delay must remain exceptional and be justified by the circumstances.\textsuperscript{74}

The UN special rapporteur on torture has also warned that “torture is most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention.”\textsuperscript{75} These laws also facilitate violations of the internationally protected rights to liberty and fair trials.\textsuperscript{76}

Malaysia’s 2015 Prevention of Terrorism Act allows the police to detain suspects without charge for 21 days, which a 38-day extension. The defendant is not permitted to be represented by counsel during this period, except when providing testimony.

The law grants a board appointed by Malaysia’s king the authority to impose detention without trial for up to two years, with indefinite, two-year extensions, for suspects including those suspected of links to foreign terrorists.\textsuperscript{77}

Saudi Arabia’s 2014 counterterrorism law allows for incommunicado detention of terrorism suspects for 60 to 90 days, restricts a suspect’s right to access to a lawyer, and permits one year of pre-trial detention, with unlimited extension upon court order.\textsuperscript{78}

Chad’s counterterrorism law allows pre-charge police detention for up to 30 days, renewable twice upon approval by a public prosecutor.\textsuperscript{79} Poland’s counterterrorism law of June 2016 allows the police to detain terrorism suspects for 14 days without charge.\textsuperscript{80} Spain in 2015 reduced incommunicado, pre-charge confinement for terrorism suspects from 13 days to 10 days for adults and children as young as 16—periods that remain


\textsuperscript{76} ICCPR, arts. 9, 14. The HR Committee has also said that detainees should have access to a lawyer from the outset of detention. See Concluding Observations on Georgia, CCPR/3/79, Add. 74, April 9, 1997, para. 28.


\textsuperscript{79} Chad Law No. 34/2015 Repression of Acts of Terrorism, July 30, 2015, art. 4. Copy on file with Human Rights Watch.

excessive.81 Turkey’s emergency powers, enacted in July 2016, lengthen pre-charge police detention for terrorism suspects from 4 to 30 days.

France’s July 2016 emergency law amends French legal codes to increase the maximum period of pretrial detention for children as young as 16 from one year to two, and from two years to three, depending on the offense.82 International law limits the detention of children to “a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time,” and requires criminal charges to be adjudicated “without delay.”83 France since 2016 has allowed pre-charge police detention—garde à vue—of terrorism suspects for up to six days upon authorization from a special judge.84

Special Courts, Secret Evidence

Another mainstay of the new counterterrorism laws with “FTF” provisions are proceedings, often by special courts and administrative boards, that flout international due-process standards. Countries that have enacted or increased use of such measures include Canada, Egypt, Israel, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Tunisia.

The ICCPR states that everyone charged with a criminal offense has the right to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent, and impartial tribunal established by law. A judge is entitled to order a hearing closed only under specific conditions including instances “where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.” The ICCPR also provides that the accused has the right to examine, or to have examined, the witnesses against them.85 Targeted people should also have the opportunity to be represented by a lawyer of their choice, before a court of law.86

84 France’s Code of Criminal Procedure (Code de procédure pénale), Law No. 2006-64, as amended by Article 17 of the Law on the fight against terrorism and various provisions relating to security and border controls (Loi n. 2006–64 relative à la lutte contre le terrorisme et portant dispositions diverses relatives à la sécurité et aux contrôles frontaliers), https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT00000454124, art. 706–88(1).
85 ICCPR, art. 14.
86 See, e.g., HR Committee, General Comment No. 29, art. 4, http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/gencomm/hrc29.html, § 3.
Counterterrorism measures enacted in Pakistan in 2014 and in Tunisia in 2015 allowed for specialized courts to hold closed hearings with secret witnesses, without detailing the criteria that must be met before any portion of a trial or testimony is closed.87 Saudi Arabia’s law allows the kingdom’s terrorism tribunal to bar the defendant or the defendant’s lawyer from proceedings.88

Pakistan’s host of secret-court provisions lapsed in 2016. But in the meantime—in 2015—it approved yet another law establishing military courts to hear civilian terrorism-related cases. As the International Commission of Jurists noted in condemning the law, precedents from around the world have shown that military courts tend to see their role as enforcing state security rather than impartially determining the guilt of the accused, and military courts in Pakistan have a proven record of being neither independent nor fair.89

**Tougher Penalties, Including Death**

Several recent laws prescribe tougher penalties, including the death sentence, for terrorism-related offenses than do ordinary criminal laws for the same underlying acts. In countries including Chad, Egypt, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia, these penalties include the death penalty.

Serious crimes should allow serious penalties. Combined with overly broad definitions of terrorism and trials that fail to meet international due-process standards, however, tougher penalties could result in lengthy imprisonment or executions of peaceful dissidents and others who have no connection to terrorism.

International law discourages the use of the death penalty and limits its use to the most serious crimes, such as those resulting in death or serious bodily harm.90 In 2008 the UN General Assembly adopted a moratorium on the death penalty, noting that “any

90 ICCPR, art. 6(2).
miscarriage or failure of justice in [its] implementation...is irreversible and irreparable.”91

Several human rights groups including Human Rights Watch oppose the death penalty in all circumstances as an inherently cruel punishment.

Pakistan in December 2014 lifted a six-year, de facto moratorium on the death penalty for terrorism cases in response to a deadly attack that month by the Pakistani Taliban (TTP) that killed 141 people, most of them children. Three months later the country restored the death penalty for all capital offenses.92 As of July 31, 2016, the country had hanged 424 people since lifting the moratorium, of whom fewer than 10 percent had been convicted on terrorism-related charges, according to the non-governmental Human Rights Commission of Pakistan.93

In January 2016, Saudi Arabia, a country with one of the most overbroad definitions of terrorism and terrorist acts, carried out a mass execution of 47 men convicted of terrorism-related crimes.94

 Chad’s counterterrorism law of July 2015 ended a 12-year, de facto moratorium on the death penalty for terrorist acts that result in death, and also added the death penalty for recruitment for terrorist groups, and for acts that “endanger physical integrity”—a notably vague term—or damage the environment.95

In August 2015, Chad executed 10 men it had convicted the previous day, in secret proceedings, for deadly attacks two months earlier claimed by Boko Haram.96 The secrecy and speed of the proceedings prompted an outcry from UN human rights experts.97

Egypt’s 2015 counterterrorism law carries the death penalty not only for committing certain terrorist acts but also for attempting to commit them. The country has sentenced hundreds of alleged Islamists to death in mass trials that appear to violate due process standards.

**Emergency Laws**

“FTF” measures have coincided with and in some cases are included in a recent spate of emergency laws enacted in the name of countering terror. These laws vastly increase powers to search, detain, and monitor individuals, to shut establishments such as meeting houses and places of worship, and to ban public gatherings, infringing on basic rights including freedom of movement, expression, and assembly, and the rights to due process and privacy.

Countries that have enacted emergency laws or declared states of emergency since 2014 include Egypt, Ethiopia, France, Hungary, Malaysia, Mali, Tunisia, and Turkey.

While international law allows restrictions to such rights on grounds of national security, as noted above they must be limited to the extent “strictly required by the exigencies of the situation.” Such measures must not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, language, religion or social origin.

Tunisia and France have repeatedly renewed sweeping states of emergency that they declared in 2015 following a series of deadly mass attacks in each country. Among other measures, the respective laws expand each country’s powers of police search and detention (detailed elsewhere in this paper) and allow local authorities to ban gatherings. Human Rights Watch has documented excessive use of force against protesters in Tunisia and abusive searches and house arrests of Muslims in France under these states of emergency.

---

99 See, e.g., HR Committee, General Comment No. 29, Article 4, http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/gencomm/hrc29.html.
In response to a coup attempt in July 2016, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan declared a three-month state of emergency until January 2017 to squash what he described as the “terrorist organization” behind the failed putsch. Erdoğan then used his sweeping emergency powers to detain more than 40,000 people. Allegations quickly emerged of torture and other inhuman treatment in custody.

Egypt has retained a counterterrorism state of emergency it imposed on North Sinai in 2014 that it has used to unlawfully carry out thousands of mass evictions and home demolitions, as well as arbitrary detention of citizens.

Hungary’s emergency law of June 2016, described as a means to respond to a “terror threat situation,” allows the executive to indefinitely deploy military troops to secure infrastructure and institutions, freeze assets of individuals and organizations, ban public gatherings, and restrict movement inside the country.

Malaysia’s National Security Council Act of August 2016, which authorities justified as a counterterrorism measure, grants a council headed by the prime minister to declare regions—including the entire country—as security areas to protect “any interest of Malaysia.” The law allows the authorities to conduct arrests, searches, and seizures without warrants. Each such declaration lasts for six months, renewable indefinitely.

---


Restrictions on Humanitarian Aid

Resolution 2178 does not explicitly advise governments to carve out humanitarian aid exemptions when criminalizing foreign travel, raising the prospect that they may curb lifesaving activities by medical staff and other emergency workers—assistance that is protected under international law.

A report released in 2015 by the Harvard Law School Program on International Law and Armed Conflict found that only 4 of 25 countries it studied have made such exclusions: Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States, and that even these countries’ exclusionary language was inadequate.¹⁰⁷

Even as it grants humanitarian exemptions, the United States risks hindering emergency aid work through an amendment to its visa waiver program that it implemented in January 2016. The 30-year-old waiver program allows citizens of 38 countries to travel to the United States without first obtaining a visa. The amendment requires anyone from those 38 countries to obtain a visa to enter the United States if they have visited Iraq, Syria, Iran or Sudan or other “countries of concern” in the preceding five years. It also changes the regulations to require visas for dual nationals who are citizens of one of the 38 countries as well as of Iraq, Syria, Iran, or Sudan, even if they have not visited any of those four listed countries within five years. These measures could jeopardize the ability of aid workers to travel between the United States and humanitarian crisis zones, as well as their ability to brief US and UN agencies on these crises.¹⁰⁸


V. Recommendations

Attacks by armed extremist groups, their ranks often bolstered by legions of foreign fighters, are emerging as one of the greatest challenges to human rights and the rule of law in modern times. While governments have a duty to protect their citizens, enacting laws and regulations that subvert core rights and freedoms is both unlawful and counterproductive.

Measures that arbitrarily target Muslims or other groups based on their religion, race or ethnicity; that disproportionately restrict the right to peacefully express views through action or speech; that impose prolonged detention without charge or the death penalty following sham trials, can alienate targeted communities at a time when governments should unite societies against extremist armed threats. They fuel the recruitment narrative of groups such as ISIS or Al-Qaeda and make it easier for other governments to justify abuses in the name of security.

The Security Council should promptly adopt a resolution requiring that all definitions of “terrorism” and “terrorist” that member states use to implement mandates such as Resolution 2178 are fully consistent with international human rights law, refugee law, and humanitarian law. These definitions should, for example, exclude acts that lack the elements of criminal intent to cause death, serious bodily injury, or the taking of hostages in order to create a state of panic and provoke a government or third-party response.

Regional bodies such as the European Union and the African Union that issue directives to implement such counterterrorism measures should follow suit.

UN member states should press the UN Security Council and regional bodies for such changes. They also should promptly repeal or revise their own overly broad or vague “FTF” measures. When facing extraordinary threats that warrant declaration of an emergency, they should limit the scope and duration of emergency powers to what is truly necessary to address the crisis. They should press other countries, including their counterterrorism partners, to do the same.
Absent such reforms, leading democracies risk joining some of the world’s harshest autocracies in making draconian emergency measures the norm.
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